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nd Sc83 [22.5 MeV]
nd Se72 [23.0 MeV]




























pd Sh82 [64.8 MeV]
EN=65 MeV
solid Imax=4
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pd Fa69 [20.15 MeV]


























pd Jo65 [30.2 MeV]
nd Do78 [29.6 MeV]



































pd Sh82 [64.8 MeV]
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nd dash Imax=4 dp Sh95
n=6−6−5
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dp Wi93 [131 MeV]
nd dash Imax=4
























dp Wi93 [131 MeV]
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dot 8 fm  solid 16 fm
FSI
dash no Coulomb
Imax=4  5−6−5 nd St
pd Rabold 20 fm
0 5 10 150
2
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